
"Discover the Fascinating History:
Negotiating Place Under Aztec And
Spanish Rule"
The Influence of Aztec Civilization

Aztec society, known for its intricate social and political structures, conquered

vast territories in the heart of Mesoamerica. Under Aztec rule, negotiation of place

and power played a crucial role in maintaining the harmony and order of their

empire.

Profound Cultural Practices

The Aztecs believed in the importance of establishing and maintaining

connections with divine forces. Religion and spirituality were deeply embedded in

their everyday lives, and this shaped their negotiation strategies within their

society and with neighboring groups.

Social Hierarchy and Political Power

Just like any other civilization, Aztec society had a structured hierarchy. They

negotiated their positions within this hierarchy based on various factors, such as

lineage, achievements, and connections to the ruling class. Social status directly

influenced one's access to resources and opportunities for upward mobility.
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The Role of Calpolli

The Calpolli, a community-based organization, acted as an essential negotiation

platform within Aztec society. It served as a localized social and economic unit,

where individuals negotiated their roles and responsibilities. This system

promoted social cohesion and provided a framework for resolving disputes and

conflicts.

Spanish Conquest and Its Impact

In 1519, Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés arrived in the Aztec capital,

Tenochtitlan. The subsequent Spanish conquest drastically shifted the dynamics

of negotiation in Mesoamerica.

Trauma and Resistance

The violent encounter between the Spanish conquistadors and the Aztecs left an

indelible mark on the native populations. Negotiating place became a matter of

survival as indigenous communities fought to preserve their cultures, land rights,

and political autonomy.

Forced Assimilation and Power Struggles
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The Spanish imposed their own systems of governance and religion, seeking to

erase indigenous practices and establish their dominance. Negotiating place now

meant adapting to the demands of the new ruling class or rebelling against

Spanish authority.

Continued Negotiations and Cultural Revival

Despite the socio-political upheaval caused by the Spanish conquest,

negotiations persisted among the indigenous communities. These negotiations

allowed for the preservation of certain cultural practices, blending of traditions,

and the emergence of a new Mestizo identity.

Religious Syncretism

Indigenous communities negotiated their place under Spanish rule by blending

their original spiritual beliefs with Catholicism. This syncretism allowed for the

preservation of cultural identities while outwardly adopting the Spanish religion.

Reclaiming Identity and Autonomy

Over time, indigenous populations continued negotiating their rights and

autonomy, gradually gaining more concessions from the Spanish crown. The

struggle for self-determination and cultural preservation laid the foundation for

movements that emerged centuries later.

Legacy and Current Perspectives

The history of negotiating place under Aztec and Spanish rule has left a lasting

impact on the identity and dynamics of modern-day Mexico.

Cultural Diversity and Celebrations

Mexico's rich cultural tapestry is a direct result of negotiations between

indigenous traditions and Spanish influences. Festivals such as Day of the Dead



honor both ancestral indigenous practices and Catholicism, creating a blend that

reflects the negotiation between these two cultural worlds.

Political Influence and National Pride

The legacy of negotiation can also be observed in the political sphere, where

movements advocating for social justice and recognition of indigenous rights

continue to shape the Mexican society. Negotiating place now extends beyond

cultural identity to encompass socio-political issues.
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An Ongoing Dialogue

Understanding the complex negotiations that took place under Aztec and Spanish

rule deepens our appreciation for the resilience of indigenous cultures and the

ongoing impact of historical power struggles in contemporary society. The

negotiation of place continues to shape the world we live in today.
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Created in Tepechpan, a relatively minor Aztec city in Central Mexico, the Tira de

Tepechpan records important events in the city’s history from 1298 through 1596.

Most of the history is presented pictographically. A line of indigenous year signs

runs the length of the Tira, with images above the line depicting events in

Tepechpan and images below the line recording events at Tenochtitlan, capital of

the Aztec empire and later the seat of Spanish rule. Written annotations amplify

some of the images. In this volume, which includes color plates of the entire Tira,

Lori Boornazian Diel investigates the motives behind the creation and modification

of the Tira in the second half of the sixteenth century. She identifies the Tira’s

different contributors and reconciles their various histories by asking why these
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painters and annotators, working at different times, recorded the events that they

did. Comparing the Tira to other painted histories from Central Mexico, Diel

demonstrates that the main goal of the Tira was to establish the antiquity,

autonomy, and prestige of Tepechpan among the Central Mexican city-states that

vied for power and status in the preconquest and colonial worlds. Offering the

unique point of view of a minor city with grand ambitions, this study of the Tira

reveals imperial strategy from the grassroots up, showing how a subject city

negotiated its position under Aztec and Spanish control.
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